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ABSTRACT
Modern distributed computing requires a secure framework
capable of free code mobility. In this paper, we present
a simple lambda-based actor language with extensions for
mobility and security, as well as the operational semantics
to reason about these topics in distributed systems. Finally,
we describe our preliminary implementation results.

1. INTRODUCTION
Internet based distributed computing systems benefit from
open dynamically reconfigurable designs as these designs al-
low the systems to be used in constantly changing hetero-
geneous environments. Consider a data mining application
running on an open distributed system using hundreds of
thousands of computing devices to discover useful patterns
in scientific data sets (e.g., protein folding, SETI, weather
forecasting, etc.). If a system can make use of new comput-
ing resources as they become available and is both secure
and resilient to failures in a subset of its computing nodes,
it has the potential to leverage the power of idle computing
resources around the world.

In this paper, we study program component mobility and
security as fundamental stepping stones towards robust dis-
tributed computing systems. Mobility and security intro-
duce new requirements on software, e.g., it is critical to de-
vise strategies for secure and controlled distributed resource
management. We specify an actor-based model and formal-
ism to reason about program component mobility and secure
resource access in worldwide computing systems.

Paper Outline
In Section 2, we further motivate and informally introduce
abstractions for programming worldwide computing appli-
cations. Section 3 specifies our model by providing an oper-
ational semantics for a simple actor language and extensions
for mobility and security. Lastly, section 4 talks about other
systems and future work.

2. PROGRAMMING ABSTRACTIONS FOR
WORLDWIDE COMPUTING

2.1 Actors
The Actor model of computation is based around the con-
cept of encapsulating state and process into a single entity.
Actors are therefore inherently independent, concurrent and
autonomous which enables efficiency in parallel execution
[KA95] and facilitates mobility [AJ99]. Each actor is a unit
of computation encapsulating data and behavior. The be-
havior defines how the actor reacts on receipt of a message.
Each actor has a unique name, which can be used as a ref-
erence by other actors.

Actors only process information in reaction to messages.
While processing a message, an actor can carry out any of
three basic operations: alter its state, create new actors, or
send messages to peer actors (see Figure 1).

Communication between actors is purely asynchronous and
guaranteed. That is, when a message is sent, the model
guarantees that the destination actor will receive the mes-
sage; however, it does not guarantee the order of message
arrival or, therefore, the order of processing. A side effect of
this is that since actors can change their own behavior based
on incoming messages, unless the actor’s name is known only
to the sender, its behavior could change significantly before
a message arrives and is processed.

The actor model and languages provide a very useful frame-
work for understanding and developing open distributed sys-
tems. For example, among other applications, actor systems
have been used for enterprise integration [TCMW93], real-
time programming [RAS96], fault-tolerance [AFPS93], and
distributed artificial intelligence [FB88].

2.2 Universal Actors
In considering mobile computation, it becomes useful to not
only model the interactions of actors with each other, but
also to model the interactions of actors with their environ-
ments. In the actor model, locations are not represented,
therefore, it does not matter if two actors are in the same
memory space, or on two computers on opposite ends of the
earth. However, when considering the problems associated
with worldwide computing, it becomes important to repre-
sent the actor’s environment. Otherwise it is not possible to
model the behavior of an actor, e.g., when its computation
environment is unreliable, or when different resources are
available in different locations.
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   standardOutput<−print("World");

   standardOutput<−print("Hello ") @

behavior HelloWorld {

  void act(){

   }

}

Figure 1: Actors are reactive entities. In response to
a message, an actor can (1) change its internal state,
(2) create new actors, and/or (3) send messages to
peer actors

Universal actors extend actors with locations, mobility, and
the concept of universal names and universal locators. Names
represent actor references that do not change with actor mi-
gration. Locators represent references that enable commu-
nication with universal actors at a specific location.

An actor’s location abstracts over its position relative to
other actors. Each location represents an actor’s run-time
environment and serves as an encapsulation unit for local
resources. Ubiquituous resources have a generic represen-
tation –actors keep references which get updated upon mi-
gration to resources at new locations. Actors can also keep
references to non-ubiquituous resources –scarce or not gen-
erally available– by using resource attachment and detach-
ment operations. For example, a standard output stream is
ubiquituous and can always refer to the current actor’s ex-
ecution environment. Conversely, an actor needs to attach
to a robot resource in Mars, so that the reference remains
the same upon migration.

2.3 Secure Actors
Mobile code can pose a serious danger to any environment it
executes in and, conversely, any environment can prove dan-
gerous to actors executing inside. Therefore, it is important
to consider the security of host resources and actors. Secure
actors restrict communication and migration behaviors to
actors within specific access control lists.

The access control list for an actor or resource contains every
actor allowed to send messages to it. The access control
list for a location contains every actor allowed to migrate
into the location. These lists can only be altered by the
resource or actor in consideration, or by a resident actor in
case of passive locations. Using this method, no unprivileged
actor can gain access to a resource, since any unauthorized

communication or migration request is rejected.

3. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND SE-
MANTICS

3.1 A Simple Actor Language and Its Opera-
tional Semantics

Agha, Mason, Smith, and Talcott introduce a simple actor
language as an extension to the call-by-value lambda calcu-
lus, with primitives for actor communication [AMST97].

The actor language, named here AL, formally defines three
primitives:

• new(b), which creates an actor which has behavior b
and returns the new actor’s name.

• send(v0, v1), which sends a message with contents v1

to actor v0.

• ready(b’), which signals the end of the current exe-
cution and makes the actor ready to receive a new
message using behavior b’.

3.2 Actor Configurations
They assume as given two sets At(Atoms) and X(Variables),
and then define the set of values, V, expressions, E, and
messages, M, as:

V = At ∪ X ∪ λX.E ∪ pr(V, V )

E = V ∪ app(E,E) ∪ Fn(En)

M = <V ⇐ V >

where Fn (En) is all arity-n primitives.

Variables are used for actor names. At any given point,
an actor can either be ready to receive a message (denoted
ready(e), where e is a lambda abstraction); or currently ex-
ecuting some expression e. A message sent to actor v0 with
contents v1 is written as <v0 ⇐ v1>.

An actor configuration is a global snapshot of a group of
actors. It includes the concept of an actor mapping, where
each actor name is mapped to a behavior; a message set
of messages in transit; a set of receptionists (internal actors
known to the outside world); and a set of external actors
(known actors not in the configuration).

An actor configuration with actor map, α, multi-set of mes-
sages, µ, receptionists, ρ, and external actors, χ, is written1

〈α µ 〉ρ
χ

where ρ, χ ∈ Pω[X], α ∈ X
f

→ E, µ ∈ Mω[M ], and let
A = Dom(α), then:

1Let Pω[X] be the set of finite subsets (Power Set) of X,
Mω[M ] be the set of (finite) multi-sets with elements in M,

X0
f

→ X1 be the set of finite maps from X0
f

→ X1, Dom(f)
be the domain of f and FV(e) be the set of free variables in
e.



(0) ρ ⊆ A and A ∩ χ = ∅,

(1) if a ∈ A, then FV(α(a)) ⊆ A∪χ, and if <v0 ⇐ v1> ∈ µ
then FV(vi) ⊆ A ∪ χ for i < 2.

3.3 Operational Semantics
We define a transition relation between actor configurations
as the least relation satisying the rules in Figure 22. To de-
scribe the internal transitions between configurations other
than message receipt, an expression is decomposed into a
reduction context filled with a redex. The notation R[e] rep-
resents a redex e in a reduction context R, as described by
Honsell et al.[HMST95] and used by Agha et al[AMST97].
For a formal definition of reduction contexts, expressions
with a unique hole; and for the definition of functional progress

within an actor (
λ
7→A), we refer the reader to [AMST97]. The

actor redexes are: newactor(e), send(v0, v1), and ready(v).'
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<fun : a>

e
λ
7→Dom(α)∪{a} e ′ ⇒ 〈α{[e]a} µ 〉ρ

χ 7→

〈α{[e ′
]a} µ 〉ρ

χ

<new : a, a ′>

〈α{[R[new(e)]]a} µ 〉ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[R[a ′]]a , [e]a′} µ 〉ρ
χ a ′ fresh

<send : a, v0, v1>

〈α{[R[send(v0, v1)]]a} µ 〉ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[R[nil]]a} µ ] <v0 ⇐ v1> 〉ρχ

<receive : v0, v1>

〈α{[ready(v)]a} <a ⇐ v0> ] µ 〉ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[app(v , v0)]a} µ 〉ρ
χ

<out : v0, v1>

〈α µ ] <a ⇐ v0> 〉
ρ
χ 7→ 〈α µ 〉ρ′

χ

if a ∈ χ and ρ′ = ρ ∪ (FV(v0) ∩ Dom(α))

<in : v0, v1>

〈α µ 〉ρ
χ 7→ 〈α µ ] <a ⇐ v0> 〉ρχ∪(FV(v0)−Dom(α))

if a ∈ ρ then FV(v0) ∩ Dom(α) ⊆ ρ

Figure 2: Actor Language (AL) Semantics

3.4 Mobile Actor Language and Its Opera-
tional Semantics

3.4.1 Resources
When we introduce the concept of locations, we also intro-
duce the need to model resources in those locations. One
example is the standard output stream in a run-time envi-
ronment. While the concept remains the same, the actual

2We define α{[e]a} as an extended mapping which maps
a into e, and all other actor names a ′ into α(a ′), and
α{[e]a , [e ′]a′} as α{{[e]a}{[e

′]a′}} for a 6= a ′.

implementation may change when the actor migrates across
different locations.

Each resource is referred to by a universally understood re-
source name. This resource name is used to contact the im-
plementing resource actor without necessarily ever knowing
the specific name of the service providing that resource, or
the implementation of that resource. These resources may
be ubiquitous, such as a standard output stream. The name
’standard output’ may apply to output on a console, or a
text field on a graphical user interface, a log file, or even
a printer interface, but almost any executing program has
access to a primary output stream. If an actor migrates, the
primary output stream changes but the transition is trans-
parent to the actor. Referring to some standard resource
name allows the environment to handle requests properly.

3.4.2 Resource Maps
Resource-to-actor translations are stored in resource maps.
These functions are maps between global names and the
names of local actors who fill a resource’s roll. When an ac-
tor at a location sends a message, resource maps are seached
for the target’s name; first the actor’s resource map followed
by the location’s resource map. If the target is found, the
message is diverted to the resolved actor- otherwise conven-
tional message sending proceeds.

Remote access to resources is permitted because both actors
and locations have independent resource maps. Consider the
case when a actor migrates but needs to retain a reference to
a resource at the original location, such as a output device;
the actor’s map will direct messages to the original location,
where the resource’s name is resolved to the implementing
actor.

3.5 Mobile Actor Language
To reflect mobility in the universal actor model, we add
four primitives to AL, forming the Mobile Actor Language
(MAL). MAL thus formally defines seven primitives:

• new(b), which creates an actor which has behavior b
and returns the new actor’s name.

• send(v0, v1), which sends a message with contents v1

to actor v0.

• ready(b’), which signals the end of the current exe-
cution and makes the actor ready to receive a new
message using behavior b’.

• newloc(Y), which indicates the appearance or creation
of a new location, with an initial resource map denoted
by Y.

• migrate(l’), which moves an actor from its current lo-
cation to one denoted by l’.

• attach(v), which saves a resource denoted by v into the
actor’s resource map.

• detach(v), which removes a resource denoted by v from
the actor’s resource map.

• register(v0 , v1, l), which adds the mapping of a resource
name to an actor in a location.



• deregister(v0 , v1, l), which removes the mapping of a
resource name to an actor in a location.

We assume as given two sets At(Atoms) and X(Variables),
and we then define the set of values, V, expressions, E, and
messages, M, as:

V = At ∪ X ∪ λX.E ∪ pr(V, V )

E = V ∪ app(E,E) ∪ Fn (En)

M = <V ⇐ V >

where Fn (En) is all arity-n primitives.

The set X of variables represents both actors –which includes
all resources– and locations. We introduce a set L, of loca-
tions, with L ⊆ X. We also introduce a set R, of resource
identifiers, with R ⊆ X. We modify the definition of α so

that α ∈ X
f

→(E×L×(R
f

→X)).3 We extend the definition of
an actor configuration to include a mapping, π, from loca-

tions to resource maps, with π ∈ L
f

→(R
f

→X). A universal
actor configuration is written

〈α µ π 〉ρ
χ

We add another rule to the definition of actor configurations
to denote that actor names and locations are disjoint4:

(0) ρ ⊆ A and A ∩ χ = ∅,

(1) if a ∈ A, then FV(α(a)) ⊆ A∪χ, and if <v0 ⇐ v1> ∈ µ
then FV(vi) ⊆ A ∪ χ for i < 2.

(2) Range(α) ↓2 ∩A = ∅

3.6 Operational Semantics
We define a transition relation between universal actor con-
figurations as the least relation satisying the rules in Fig-
ures 3 and 4.

3.7 Secure Mobile Actor Language
We extend the mobile actor language to form the Secure
Mobile Actor Language (SMAL), which defines eleven prim-
itives:

• new(b), which creates an actor which has behavior b
and returns the new actor’s name.

• send(v0, v1), which sends a message with contents v1

to actor v0.

• ready(b’), which signals the end of the current exe-
cution and makes the actor ready to receive a new
message using behavior b’.

3α(a) = e × l × r implies that actor a has behavior e and
is currently executing at location l with resource map r .
4↓i indicates the projection of a cross product onto its ith

coordinate.
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<fun : a>

e
λ
7→Dom(α)∪{a} e ′ ⇒ 〈α{[e, l , r]a} µ π 〉ρ

χ 7→

〈α{[e ′, l , r]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ

<new : a, a ′>

〈α{[R[new(e)], l , r]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[R[a ′], l , r]a , [e, l , ∅]a′} µ π 〉ρ
χ

a ′ fresh

<send : a, v0, v1>

〈α{[R[send(v0, v1)], l , r]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[R[nil], l , r]a} µ ] <v2 ⇐ v1> π 〉ρ
χ

if r(v0)=v2

〈α{[R[nil], l , r]a} µ ] <v3 ⇐ v1> π 〉ρ
χ

if π(l)(v0)=v3

〈α{[R[nil], l , r]a} µ ] <v0 ⇐ v1> π 〉ρ
χ

if v0 /∈ Dom(r) & v0 /∈ Dom(π)

<receive : v0, v1>

〈α{[R[ready(v)], l , r]v0
} <v0 ⇐ v1> ] µ π 〉ρ

χ 7→

〈α{[R[app(v , v1)], l , r]v0
} µ π 〉ρ

χ

Figure 3: MAL Semantics, Part I

• newloc(Y), which indicates the appearance or creation
of a new location, with an initial resource map denoted
by Y.

• migrate(l), which moves an actor from its current lo-
cation to one denoted by l.

• attach(v), which saves a resource denoted by v into the
actor’s resource map.

• detach(v), which removes a resource denoted by v from
the actor’s resource map.

• register(v0 , v1, l), which adds the mapping of a resource
name to an actor in a location.

• deregister(v0 , v1, l), which removes the mapping of a
resource name to an actor in a location.

• allow(v) changes the actor’s access list to include actor
v.

• allowloc(v) changes the actor location’s access list to
include actor v.

• disallow(v) changes the actor’s access list to exclude
actor v.

• disallowloc(v) changes the actor location’s access list
to exclude actor v.
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<out : v0, v1>

〈α µ ] <a ⇐ v0> π 〉ρ
χ 7→ 〈α µ π 〉ρ′

χ

if a ∈ χ, and ρ′ = ρ ∪ (FV(v0) ∩ Dom(α))

<in : v0, v1>

〈α µ π 〉ρ
χ 7→ 〈α µ ] <a ⇐ v0> π 〉ρ

χ∪(FV(v0)−Dom(α))

if a ∈ ρ then FV(v0) ∩ Dom(α) ⊆ ρ

<migrate : l′>

〈α{[R[migrate(l ′)], l , r]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ 7→ 〈α{[R[nil], l ′, r]a} µ π 〉ρ

χ

l’ ∈ Dom(()π)

<newloc : Y >

〈α{[R[newloc(Y )], l , r]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ 7→ 〈α{[R[l ′], l , r]a} µ π ∪ (l ′ → Y ) 〉ρ

χ

l’ fresh, Y ∈ (X → X)

<attach : a′>

〈α{[R[attach(a′)], l , r]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ 7→ 〈α{[R[nil], l , r ∪ (a′ → a′′)]a} µ π 〉ρ

χ

if (a′ → a′′) ∈ π(l)

<detach : a′>

〈α{[R[detach(a′)], l , r ∪ (a′ → a′′)]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ 7→ 〈α{[R[nil], l , r]a} µ π 〉ρ

χ

<register : a′, a′′, l ′>

〈α{[R[register(a′, a′′, l ′)], l , r]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[R[nil], l , r ∪ (a′ → a′′)]a} µ π ∪ (l ′ → (a′ → a′′)) 〉ρ
χ

<unregister : a′, a′′, l ′>

〈α{[R[unregister(a′, a′′, l ′)], l , r]a} µ π ∪ (l ′ → (a′ → a′′)) 〉ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[R[nil], l , r]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ

Figure 4: MAL Semantics, Part II

The allow and allowloc primitives can receive as an argu-
ment a null access list, represented by ⊥. This indicates the
absence of restrictions on messaging and migration.

We assume as given two sets At(Atoms) and X(Variables),
and we then define the set of values, V, expressions, E, and
messages, M, as:

V = At ∪ X ∪ λX.E ∪ pr(V, V )

E = V ∪ app(E,E) ∪ Fn (En)

M = <V ⇐ V >X

where Fn (En) is all arity-n primitives.

The set of variables, X, including resource names, R, and
locations, L, remains the same. The structure of M allows
selection of valid senders via access control lists. We define
a set of access control lists as ACL ∈ Pω[Dom(α) ∪ {⊥}].
We alter the actor configuration definition to change the

actor and location maps, α and π respectively. The actor
configuration is written

〈α µ π 〉ρ
χ

where ρ, µ and χ are as in MAL, α ∈ X
f

→(E×L×(R
f

→X)×ACL),

and π ∈ L
f

→((R
f

→X)×ACL). Changes in α and π reflect the
inclusion of access control lists for actors and locations.5

3.8 Operational Semantics
We define a transition relation between secure universal ac-
tor configurations as the least relation satisying the rules in
Figures 5 , 6 and 7.

4. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
5α(a) = e × l × r × c implies that actor a has behavior e
and is currently executing at location l with resource map
r and access control list c.
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<migrate : l′>

〈α{[R[migrate(l ′)], l , r , c]a} µ π ] [c′, r ′
]l 〉

ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[R[nil], l ′, r , c]a} µ π ] [c′, r ′
]l′ 〉

ρ
χ

if a ∈ c′ or c′ = ⊥

<newloc : Y >

〈α{[R[newloc(Y )], l , r , c]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[R[l ′], l , r , c]a} µ π ] [{a}, Y ]l′ 〉
ρ
χ

l’ fresh

<attach : a′>

〈α{[R[attach(a′)], l , r , c]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[R[nil], l , r ∪ (a′ → a′′), c]a} µ π ] [c′,r ′ ∪ (a′ → a′′)]l′ 〉
ρ
χ

<detach : a′>

〈α{[R[detach(a′)], l , r ∪ (a′ → a′′), c]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[R[nil], l , r , c]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ

<register : a′, a′′, l ′>

〈α{[R[register(a′, a′′, l ′)], l , r]a} µ π ] [c′,r ′
]l′ 〉

ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[R[nil], l , r ∪ (a′ → a′′)]a} µ π ] [c′,r ′ ∪ (a′ → a′′)]l′ 〉
ρ
χ

if (a′ → a′′) ∈ r

<unregister : a′, a′′, l ′>

〈α{[R[unregister(a′, a′′, l ′)], l , r]a} µ π[c′,r ′ ∪ (a′ → a′′)]l′ 〉
ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[R[nil], l , r]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ

if (a′ → a′′) ∈ r

Figure 6: SMAL Semantics, Part II: Mobility

The actor model was first created by Hewitt and his group at
MIT [Hew77] in the late 1970s. The model has been further
developed by Agha [Agh86] and his group at UIUC. Agha,
Mason, Smith and Talcott [AMST97] have developed a sim-
ple actor language as an extension to the lambda calculus,
its operational semantics and they have studied a family of
equivalence relations on actor expressions. Talcott has de-
veloped an interaction semantics for actor systems [Tal96,
Tal98]. These forms of actor semantics have been the basis of
many studies on extensions to the actor model (e.g., for co-
ordination [FA93, VA99, AJV01, FV02], real-time [RAS96],
software architectures [AA98], fault-tolerance [SA94], adap-
tive and meta-level architectures [VTA01], and artificial in-
telligence [AJ99]).

Several research groups have been trying to achieve dis-
tributed computing on a large scale. Berkeley’s NOW project
has been effectively distributing computation in a “building-
wide” scale [ACP95], and Berkeley’s Millennium project is
exploiting a hierarchical cluster structure to provide dis-
tributed computing on a “campus-wide” scale [BGC98]. The
Globus project seeks to enable the construction of larger
computational grids [FK98]. Caltech’s Infospheres project

has a vision of a worldwide pool of millions of objects (or
agents) much like the pool of documents on the World-Wide
Web today [CRS+96]. WebOS seeks to provide operat-
ing system services, such as client authentication, naming,
and persistent storage, to wide area applications [VAD+98].
UIUC’s 2K is an integrated operating system architecture
addressing the problems of resource management in hetero-
geneous networks, dynamic adaptability, and configuration
of component-based distributed applications [KCMN99].

Security for distributed systems has been looked at for a
number of other agent systems. Safe Mobile Ambients [LS00]
restrict mobile ambients [CG98] so that sensitive operations
such as entering, exiting, and opening an ambient are per-
formed with common agreement. While safe ambients pre-
serve the expressibility of mobile ambients, they prevent
programming mistakes by controlling undesirable grave in-
terferences. The Seal calculus [VC98], resembles ambients,
with two important exceptions. First, seals can only move
with the environment’s control, and the π-calculus is used as
a basis for computation, rather than mobility itself. Other
methods have been used for securing code on different levels.
Ideas such as proof-carrying code [Nec97] and stack inspec-
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<allow : a′>

〈α{[R[allow(a ′)], l , r , c]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ 7→ 〈α{[R[nil], l , r , c ∪ {a ′}]a} µ π 〉ρ

χ

<allow : ⊥>

〈α{[R[allow(nil)], l , r , c]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ 7→ 〈α{[R[nil], l , r ,⊥]a} µ π 〉ρ

χ

<allowloc : a′>

〈α{[R[allowloc(a ′)], l , r , c]a} µ π ] [c′, r ′
]l 〉

ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[R[nil], l , r , c]a} µ π ] [c′ ∪ {a ′}, r ′
]l 〉

ρ
χ

<allowloc : ⊥>

〈α{[R[allowloc(nil)], l , r , c]a} µ π ] [c′, r ′
]l 〉

ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[R[nil], l , r , c]a} µ π ] [⊥, r ′
]l 〉

ρ
χ

<disallow : a ′>

〈α{[R[disallow(a ′)], l , r , c ∪ {a ′}]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[R[nil], l , r , c]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ

<disallow : ⊥>

〈α{[R[disallow(nil)], l , r , c]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[R[nil], l , r , ∅]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ

<disallowloc : a ′>

〈α{[R[disallowloc(a ′)], l , r , c]a} µ π ] [c′ ∪ {a ′}, r ′
]l 〉

ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[R[nil], l , r , c]a} µ π ] [c′, r ′
]l 〉

ρ
χ

<disallowloc : ⊥>

〈α{[R[disallowloc(nil)], l , r , c]a} µ π ] [c′, r ′
]l 〉

ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[R[nil], l , r , c]a} µ π ] [∅, r ′
]l 〉

ρ
χ

Figure 7: SMAL Semantics, Part III: Access Control

tion [WF98] are methods of protecting hosts, also discussed
in [ST98].

While there are excellent algorithms for load balancing in
clusters and other more static environments, e.g., random
stealing and cluser-aware random stealing [vNKB01], the
dynamic and heterogeneous nature of the nodes on the WWC
make such algorithms much less efficient, especially when
IO’s peer-to-peer nature is taken into account. Currently,
IO’s peer-to-peer network is a variant of Gnutella [Cli00];
however, in the future, implementing IO on top of an al-
ready existing peer-to-peer network such as JXTA[TAD+02]
may prove to be a more interesting option.
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<fun : a>

e
λ
7→Dom(α)∪{a} e ′ ⇒ 〈α{[e, l , r , c]a} µ π 〉ρ

χ 7→

〈α{[e ′, l , r , c]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ

<new : a, a ′>

〈α{[R[new(e)], l , r , c]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[R[a ′], l , r , c]a , [e, l , r , {a, a ′}]a′} µ π 〉ρ
χ

a ′ fresh

<send : a, v0, v1>

〈α{[R[send(v0, v1)], l , r , c]a} µ π 〉ρ
χ 7→

〈α{[R[nil], l , r , c]a} µ ] <v2 ⇐ v1>a π 〉ρχ

if r(v0)=v2

〈α{[R[nil], l , r , c]a} µ ] <v3 ⇐ v1>a π 〉ρχ

if π(l)(v0)=v3

〈α{[R[nil], l , r , c]a} µ ] <v0 ⇐ v1>a π 〉ρχ

if v0 /∈ Dom(()r) & v0 /∈ Dom(()π)

<receive : v0, v1>

〈α{[R[ready(v)], l , r , c]v0
} <v0 ⇐ v1>a ] µ π 〉ρ

χ 7→

〈α{[R[app(v , v1)], l , r , c]v0
} µ ` 〉ρ

χ

if a ∈ c or c = ⊥

<out : v0, v1>

〈α µ ] <a ⇐ v0>a π 〉ρχ 7→ 〈α µ π 〉ρ′

χ

if a ∈ χ, and ρ′ = ρ ∪ (FV(v0) ∩ Dom(α))

<in : v0, v1>

〈α µ ` 〉ρ
χ 7→

〈α µ ] <a ⇐ v0>a′ π 〉ρ
χ∪(FV(v0)−Dom(α))

if a ∈ ρ then FV(v0) ∩ Dom(α) ⊆ ρ

Figure 5: SMAL Semantics, Part I: Actor Semantics


